Education, education, elephants ...
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How a dynamic partnership is helping to nurture a
deeper understanding of elephants in Myanmar

August 12th is a special day for Elephant Family. Not
only is it International Youth Day, it is also, coincidently,
World Elephant Day. Teaching youngsters about
elephants and the role they play in their ecosystem as
well as how to live safely alongside them is one of our
strategies for ensuring a future for Asia’s elephants. In
Myanmar, a dynamic partnership of NGOs, supported
by the Darwin Initiative, is doing just that.
Rather surprisingly for a country that has endured
decades of ethnic conflict in its borderlands, financed
largely by natural resources, Myanmar still has the
largest tract of intact elephant habitat in Asia. This
means that it could, in theory, support a much larger
wild elephant population than the current estimate of
under 2,000. But a major challenge to achieving this
outcome is the competition for fertile land between
wild elephants and expanding rural communities. The
result is human-elephant conflict (HEC) with tragic
fatalities on both sides.
To address this challenge, Elephant Family’s Darwin
project is forging an alliance between two local
partners – Myanmar-led Grow Back for Posterity

(GBP) and WCS-Myanmar - who work with rural
communities in southwest and southeast Myanmar
where the problems people face are very different.
In the southwest, human lives and livelihoods are
increasingly threatened by elephants but are not
overtly hampered by political conflict. In the southeast,
the Karen people living along the border maintain a
fractious ceasefire with the Myanmar government but
do not suffer from human-elephant conflict. Yet. But
that is likely to change. The planned super-highway
from Thailand to the new industrial estate in Dawei
district would bisect the vast Tanintharyi forest and
open it up to loggers, poachers and refugee settlers
with no experience of living with elephants. Conflict is
inevitable.
So GBP is sharing its effective HEC-mitigation methods
and materials with the WCS outreach team in Dawei
– most of whom are from local ethnic minorities – to
help protect people and elephants before trouble even
starts. WCS, in turn, is sharing this knowledge with the
education officers of two Karen wildlife conservation
NGOs who train communities in areas inaccessible
to outsiders. WCS is also sharing its approach to

community natural resource management wherein
villagers map the agricultural and community forest
land they use. Once digitised, these maps will be used
to secure community land rights under the Burmese
government’s national land use planning strategy, a
painstaking process that entails much trust. These
exchanges between two experienced field teams, each
addressing critical conservation issues in different
socio-political contexts, generate fertile discussions
about how to achieve outcomes that are ecologically
and economically effective while also being sustainable
at local and national levels. These contrary aspirations
– necessarily balancing self-determination with military
control – are linked by political and ethical tight-ropes.
In the course of this project, the HEC education
teams will reach over 12,000 families in key areas for
elephants and biodiversity, giving them the knowledge
and skills they need to conserve their natural resources
and avoid conflict with elephants, whether in the forest
or in their fields. Our common aim is for elephants to be
seen as an ecological asset rather than an economic
risk. Understanding is key. What’s more, this seems
to be paying off, for in recent months, villagers who
have engaged with GBP are those that have shopped
elephant poachers to the authorities.
So far, the GBP teams have held HEC awareness
workshops in 61 schools or community centres with
over 10,000 students. These are hugely interactive
events involving educational films, Q&A sessions,
memory games and other learning tools that grip these
novelty-hungry audiences ranging in age from 8 to 80.
Packed in tight cross-legged groups, children eagerly
participate while their parents and grand-parents
stand around watching, highly amused and equally
engaged. One game, a novel version of Pelmanism,
requires players to pair elephant-related pictures on
individual boards. The first to fill a board wins. The
contest is lively. The students are intensely focused,
their parents actively encouraging. After the workshop,
each family leaves with illustrated booklets and a DVD
compilation to reinforce the lessons learned – gifts
that are evidently as valued as any kungfu movie or
pokemon app.
The WCS team has also developed a beautifully
illustrated board game similar to Snakes and Ladders
which explains the challenges faced by a young
elephant as it grows up. This game has been piloted
in six villages in the Tanintharyi region of southeast
Myanmar and is also a hit. GBP looks forward to
adding this to its suite of educational tools.

We hope that by helping young people in Myanmar
appreciate elephants as part of their uniquely
wonderful heritage and by equipping them to live
happily alongside them, we are contributing nicely
to the aims of World Elephant Day and International
Youth Day.

